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Observed declines in the Arctic sea ice have resulted in a variety of negative effects on polar bears (Ursus
maritimus). Projections for additional future declines in sea ice resulted in a proposal to list polar bears as a
threatened species under the United States Endangered Species Act. To provide information for the Department
of the Interior’s listing-decision process, the US Geological Survey (USGS) produced a series of nine research
reports evaluating the present and future status of polar bears throughout their range. In response, Armstrong
et al. [Armstrong, J. S., K. C. Green, W. Soon. 2008. Polar bear population forecasts: A public-policy forecasting
audit. Interfaces 38(5) 382–405], which we will refer to as AGS, performed an audit of two of these nine reports.
AGS claimed that the general circulation models upon which the USGS reports relied were not valid forecasting
tools, that USGS researchers were not objective or lacked independence from policy decisions, that they did
not utilize all available information in constructing their forecasts, and that they violated numerous principles
of forecasting espoused by AGS. AGS (p. 382) concluded that the two USGS reports were “unscientific and
inconsequential to decision makers.” We evaluate the AGS audit and show how AGS are mistaken or misleading
on every claim. We provide evidence that general circulation models are useful in forecasting future climate
conditions and that corporate and government leaders are relying on these models to do so. We clarify the
strict independence of the USGS from the listing decision. We show that the allegations of failure to follow the
principles of forecasting espoused by AGS are either incorrect or are based on misconceptions about the Arctic
environment, polar bear biology, or statistical and mathematical methods. We conclude by showing that the AGS
principles of forecasting are too ambiguous and subjective to be used as a reliable basis for auditing scientific
investigations. In summary, we show that the AGS audit offers no valid criticism of the USGS conclusion that
global warming poses a serious threat to the future welfare of polar bears and that it only serves to distract
from reasoned public-policy debate.
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Polar bears (Ursus maritimus) are highly dependent
on Arctic sea ice, and recent declines in sea ice

availability have been associated with reduced body
condition, reproduction, survival, and population size

for polar bears in parts of their range (Stirling et al.
1999, Obbard et al. 2006, Stirling and Parkinson
2006, Regehr et al. 2007a). Observed sea ice declines
(Maslanik et al. 1996, Overpeck et al. 2005, Stroeve
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et al. 2005, Comiso 2006, Serreze et al. 2007) and pro-
jected declines (Holland et al. 2006, Zhang and Walsh
2006, Stroeve et al. 2007) suggest that the future wel-
fare of polar bears rangewide might be diminished.
In January 2007, the US Secretary of the Interior pro-
posed listing the polar bear as a threatened species
under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) (US Fish
and Wildlife Service 2007). Classification as a “threat-
ened species” under the ESA requires a determination
that the species in question will become “endangered”
within the “foreseeable future” throughout all or a
significant portion of its range. An endangered species is
any species that is in danger of extinction throughout
all or a significant portion of its range.
By law, a decision on a proposed ESA listing must

be made within one year of the proposal. During that
year, public comments and additional scientific anal-
yses are considered in the decision-making process.
To inform the polar bear listing “decision,” the Secre-
tary of the Interior requested that the US Geological
Survey (USGS) conduct additional analyses of polar
bears and their sea ice habitats. USGS scientists and
collaborators analyzed data from a variety of sources;
in September 2007, they produced nine reports tar-
geting specific questions identified as pertinent to the
final decision by the US Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS). A defining feature of several of the USGS
reports was the use of sea ice projections from global
climate or general circulation models (GCMs), which
had been incorporated into the reports of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), to
forecast changes in polar bear habitat.
In response to the proposal to list the polar bear and

to the release of the USGS reports, Armstrong et al.
(2008; AGS) performed an audit of two of the USGS
reports. This audit claimed that (1) GCMs are not valid
for forecasting climate and therefore are of no value
in projecting the future of polar bears, (2) the USGS
researchers were biased, and (3) the USGS violated
numerous forecasting principles espoused by AGS.
In this paper, we respond to the AGS audit. We

explain why and how GCMs are valid tools for
forecasting future climate, we show that the USGS
researchers were unbiased, and we show that AGS
failed to understand both the simulation modeling
based on empirical data and the interpretation of
the results of this modeling. Finally, we examine the

principles of forecasting espoused by AGS and show
that they are ambiguous and subjective, and therefore
cannot be used to evaluate scientific processes.

The Claims of the AGS Audit
AGS focused on two USGS reports: Amstrup et al.
(2007) and Hunter et al. (2007). Amstrup et al. (2007)
presented an analytic carrying-capacity model and a
Bayesian network (BN) model that used the wide
range of information available on polar bears world-
wide and sea ice projections (based on GCMs) to fore-
cast future polar bear population trends throughout
the Arctic. Hunter et al. (2007) used empirical data
from an intensive sampling program from 2001–2006
to develop a demographic model of the polar bear
population in the southern Beaufort Sea, and then
linked that model to projections of future sea ice con-
ditions obtained from GCMs.
The AGS audit made three major claims:
(1) AGS claimed that the GCMs that the IPCC used

are not valid for forecasting future climate, and that
because the USGS reports were based on outcomes
of GCMs, the USGS projections of polar bear popula-
tions are invalid.
(2) AGS claimed that the USGS researchers were

not objective and lacked independence from “organi-
zational bias or pressure” during the preparation of
their reports.
(3) AGS claimed the USGS researchers failed to

follow certain principles of forecasting. AGS pro-
vided examples of some of these alleged failures,
including, but not limited to, improper use of data,
improper analysis and interpretation, and incorrect
policy decisions.
Below, we respond to each AGS allegation.

Alleged Failure of General Circulation
Models to Forecast Future Climate
AGS claimed that the GCMs developed for the IPCC
and used by the USGS do not provide forecasts of
future climate. They stated this claim, which preceded
all other AGS arguments, as a fact that therefore
negated any uses to which the USGS might have put
the GCM results. After claiming that GCMs do not
provide valid forecasts, AGS (p. 382) stated, “Never-
theless, we audited their conditional forecasts of what
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would happen to the polar bear population assum-
ing, as the authors did, that the extent of summer sea
ice would decrease substantially during the coming
decades.” This argument, that GCMs are not valid
forecasting tools, expressed as unqualified fact, could
a priori bias AGS readers against the information in
the USGS reports. Therefore, we provide some detail
regarding why GCMs are valid for climate forecast-
ing, and we provide examples of how these forecasts
are already being used in important policy decisions.
AGS (p. 384) supported their claim that GCMs are

not valid for forecasting future climate with an out-of-
context quotation, taken from a blog (Trenberth 2007)
by the climate scientist Kevin Trenberth. In that quote,
however, Trenberth was saying that GCMs do not
make unconditional predictions. Rather, GCMs allow
projection of future climate when they include a per-
sistent directional climate forcing, such as increasing
concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs).
The earth maintains an energy balance with space

in which incoming shortwave radiation from the
sun ultimately must be balanced by the outgoing
long-wave radiation emitted from the earth and
its atmosphere (Lutgens and Tarbuck 2004). A cli-
mate forcing is any factor that perturbs that balance
(Hansen and Sato 2004). GHGs provide a forcing by
increasing the degree to which the sun’s energy is
retained and heats the earth before being reradiated
into space. Increases in solar radiation can also pro-
vide a positive climate forcing. The shading effects
of aerosols released into the atmosphere by volcanoes
can provide a negative climate forcing—cooling the
earth by reflecting the sun’s energy back into space
before it can warm the earth. In contrast to weather
forecasts, which are predictions based upon a set of
initial conditions, climate-model forecasts are condi-
tional on these forcing scenarios (e.g., a set of GHG
concentration values for each year). Such conditional
predictions are commonly referred to as projections of
future climate change. The projected climate change
(the climate forecast) depends on the forcing scenario
(e.g., the rate of GHG increase, or the atmospheric
prevalence of aerosols) assumed. Without a persistent
climate forcing, the climate in a GCM merely fluctu-
ates because of the natural variability in the simulated
climate system. In that case, climate models would
indeed provide poor projections of future climate.

The important point, from a forecasting perspec-
tive, is that the application of a persistent climate
forcing requires a directional response in the earth’s
climate. It is by virtue of this requirement that GCMs
make predictions of future climate. The basic physics
of the earth’s climate system, which Charney (1979),
Hartmann (1994), Philander (1998), Weart (2003), Held
and Soden (2000), Le Treut et al. (2007), and others
describe, guarantees that the earth’s temperature will
warm as GHG concentrations rise. There will still be
natural fluctuations in the climate system because of
shifting oceanic and atmospheric circulation patterns
and other forcings (e.g., volcanic eruptions). These
fluctuations, however, will occur over a higher base-
line than otherwise would have been the case. Hence,
the general trajectories of rising temperatures and less
sea ice than otherwise would have been the case are
assured.
Another important implication of GHG-forced

global warming is that the likelihood of exceeding
particular climate thresholds becomes greater over
time. Depending on the natural chaotic behavior of
the climate system and the amplifying effects of posi-
tive climate feedbacks, the year in which the increase
in global mean temperature exceeds, say, 2�C might
occur before or after the end of the 21st century. How-
ever, a continuing buildup of GHGs makes exceed-
ing this temperature threshold virtually certain. The
same premise holds for ice-free conditions in the
Arctic. Natural variability and uncertainty in climate
feedbacks prevent GCMs from predicting the year in
which ice-free summers will first occur. However, we
can be confident that, given continued GHG increases,
ice-free Arctic summers ultimately will become the
norm. The farther into the future we look, the more
likely it is that this threshold will have been crossed.
The farther into the future GCMs project, the more
consistently they project ice-free Arctic summers.
Therefore, climate forecasts are fundamentally

different from weather forecasts. Whereas skillful
weather forecasting depends critically on accurate rep-
resentation of the initial state, the skill of GCM projec-
tions depends primarily on the accurate representation
of the sensitivity of global climate to GHGs and other
climate forcings (Randall et al. 2007). Successful sim-
ulations of past climates, volcanically induced climate
perturbations, and recent temperature trends suggest
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that GCMs largely have incorporated the physics of
climate forcings correctly (Hansen et al. 1996, 2006;
Soden et al. 2002; Jansen et al. 2007; Rahmstorf et al.
2007) and can thus provide credible projections of
future climate change (Randall et al. 2007).
This difference between dependence on climate sen-

sitivity and dependence on initial conditions explains
the apparent paradox between confidently predicting
aspects of the general climate 50 years from now, but
not being able to predict the weather a few weeks
from now (Le Treut et al. 2007). A weather forecast
substantially bases the prediction of tomorrow’s or
next week’s weather on today’s weather; thus, the
error of the prediction necessarily grows with time.
Conversely, GCM-based predictions of ice-free Arc-
tic summers become more certain as time progresses.
This is because global warming causes ice-free con-
ditions, and the world will continue to warm as
GHG levels increase. Therefore, assuming that current
trends in GHG emissions persist, the forecast of ice-
free Arctic summers by 2100 is more accurate than the
forecast of ice-free conditions by, for example, 2020.
The USGS used GCM outputs to project polar bear

habitat and populations for the middle and latter part
of the century, and hence benefited from the increased
certainty of reduced summer sea ice for the more dis-
tant time frames. In addition, the USGS researchers
used forecasts from an ensemble of climate mod-
els; therefore, they could assess the uncertainties in
climate-model projections and in polar bears’ reac-
tions and incorporate them into their projections of
the decline of polar bear habitat and populations.
The GCM projections used by the USGS were based

on the assumption that levels of GHG buildup dur-
ing the 21st century would follow the anticipated
business-as-usual trajectory, i.e., the A1B scenario
(Nakicenovic et al. 2000). Sea ice decline might be
less severe if GHG increases are lower than the USGS
assumed, and reliance on the A1B scenario could be
criticized in that regard. Atmospheric CO2, however,
has been increasing faster than the A1B scenario pro-
jected because of increases in emissions and a decline
in the efficiency of CO2 uptake by carbon sinks on
land and in the ocean (Canadell et al. 2007). Therefore,
there seems little reason for optimism that the GHG
buildup will be less than the A1B scenario projection
that the USGS used.

The foundation of GCMs in accepted physical prin-
ciples and the ability of GCMs to reproduce observed
features of current climate and past climate changes
have resulted in “considerable confidence that GCMs
provide credible quantitative estimates of future cli-
mate change, particularly at continental scales and
above” (Randall et al. 2007, p. 600). This confidence
recently has been reflected in a variety of private-
and public-policy actions, as the following examples
illustrate.
• Former US Senator Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) initi-

ated an effort in Congress to implement new fisheries-
management policies for the Arctic in response to
forecasted reductions in sea ice (SitNews 2008).
• The US Coast Guard has begun considering new

base locations to follow forecasted sea ice retreats
(Wald and Revkin 2007).
• The US Climate Change Science Program

(USCCSP) has concluded that forecasts of increasingly
severe storms, floods, and droughts, which GCM out-
puts have suggested for years (Weart 2003), are now
a reality and will increase in frequency and inten-
sity in the future (US Climate Change Science Pro-
gram 2008).
• Major insurance companies are implementing

corporate programs to address the forecasts for cli-
mate change (Atkins 2004, Britt 2005, Scherer 2006).
The US Government Accountability Office corrobo-
rated the increased risks that government and private
insurers face because of global warming forecasts (US
Government Accountability Office 2007).
In view of the compelling evidence that GCMs pro-

vide valid estimates of the climate response to GHG
increases, and because policy decisions have been
made based upon these estimates, the AGS claim that
GCMs are not valid for forecasting the future climate
is puzzling. AGS appear to have simply chosen to
believe, despite the laws of physics, that human con-
tributions of GHGs to the atmosphere do not warm
the world. Two of them expressed this view in their
audit of the scientific reports of the IPCC 4th Assess-
ment when they came to this remarkable conclusion:
“Claims that the Earth will get warmer have no more
credence than saying that it will get colder” (Green
and Armstrong 2007, p. 997). The average tempera-
tures over which climate variations (natural and those
that might be forced by other human factors) occur
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must continue to rise as long as GHG concentra-
tions continue to increase. Therefore, this conclusion
represents faithful adherence to opinion despite con-
travening facts. Green and Armstrong (2007, p. 997)
also concluded that the thousands of refereed scien-
tific publications that comprise the basis of the IPCC
reports and represent the state of scientific knowl-
edge on past, present, and future climates “were not
the outcome of scientific procedures.” Such cavalier
statements appear to reflect an overt attempt by the
authors of those reports to cast doubt about the real-
ity of human-caused global warming and our under-
standing of it.
Readers must be aware that AGS’s strong bias

against the reality of global warming could have
adversely affected their examination of the USGS
reports. As we show in subsequent sections, AGS
audited the USGS reports based on a series of subjec-
tive forecasting principles. In performing their audit,
each author graded the reports on conformity to these
subjective criteria. Given this procedure, a bias shared
by all AGS authors is likely to have influenced the
grading and skewed the results toward an unfavor-
able assessment. Because AGS and Green and Arm-
strong (2007) incorrectly portrayed the known rela-
tionship between GHGs and global warming and
the use of GCMs as tools for estimating the climate
response to GHG forcing, the problem of bias in the
application of subjective auditing criteria by AGS can-
not be overlooked.

Alleged Political Influence on
USGS Research
AGS (p. 384) claimed that the USGS research was
subject to “organizational bias or pressure,” and thus
violated the principle of keeping forecasts “indepen-
dent of politics.” The authors appeared to believe that
USGS researchers lacked independence from politics
because they were part of a “USGS Science Strategy
to support the US Fish and Wildlife Service Polar
Bear Listing Decision.” The USGS reports were devel-
oped to support the decision-making process. Con-
trary to AGS assertions, however, none of the reports
makes recommendations on the decision. In a sepa-
rate review, Cochran (2008, pp. 397–398) also empha-
sized the absence of any policy recommendations in
the USGS reports.

The USGS reports provided scientific results and
interpretations to help FWS and the Secretary of the
Interior decide whether or not to list polar bears
as a threatened species. There were no expressed or
implied management or policy recommendations in
any of the nine reports (Cochran 2008, p. 397). As
the ESA provides, a proposal to list a species trig-
gers a process that involves further research and con-
sideration of public comments. The USGS research
was part of this information-gathering process. The
USGS reports made data-based forecasts of polar bear
population dynamics; they incorporated those popu-
lation demographic forecasts with other information
into broader forecasts of the future worldwide sta-
tus of polar bears. These forecasts, along with other
inputs, informed the decision-making process man-
dated by the ESA (US Fish and Wildlife Service 2008).
No recommendations regarding the decision, how-
ever, were asked or offered. The AGS (p. 383) claim
that the USGS reports made “recommendations with
respect to the polar bear listing decision” is totally
unfounded (Cochran 2008).
The AGS claims that the USGS reports were some-

how biased reveal that the authors do not under-
stand the difference between forecasts of ecological
outcomes and policy recommendations that address
the possible ranges of outcomes. AGS (pp. 383–384)
claim that to go from the USGS forecasts to policy
recommendations, one must assume the following:
Global warming will continue to reduce sea ice extent,
polar bears will be unable to adapt, listing will be a
successful solution to the threats facing the polar bear,
and other policies would be inferior to an ESA listing.
The USGS reports considered the first two of these
four claims (we already have established the fact of
global warming, and we discuss adaptation in detail
below). The last two were irrelevant to the USGS
work (Cochran 2008, p. 397). The USGS role was to
provide scientific input into the decision-making pro-
cess. Consideration of other management mechanisms
or strategies was wholly in the realm of the decision
makers. Although ESA provides for policy makers to
consider the adequacy of existing regulatory mecha-
nisms, it does not expressly provide for incorporat-
ing “what-if” considerations regarding other possible
actions that might be invoked to protect a species.
These last two points, therefore, were not appropriate
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for the USGS to consider and did not enter into the
research described in its reports.
AGS claims of bias also suggest they are unaware

that different branches of the US Department of
the Interior have different responsibilities regarding
research and policy. The USGS is its research arm;
the USGS role is to provide science that can be
used in management or policy decisions that the
other agencies within the department (e.g., FWS) or
departmental-level personnel (e.g., the Secretary of
the Interior) make. Science and policy functions are
insulated from each other precisely to prevent bias
from entering into scientific results. In the case of
the nine USGS reports, there was a strict separation
of research and policy staff throughout the period
between the proposal to list polar bears and the final
decision. Results of the USGS research were with-
held from FWS decision makers until the reports were
publicly released in September 2007, and the FWS
decision-related activities were conducted indepen-
dently from USGS personnel.

Alleged Failures of Amstrup et al.
(2007) to Follow Principles of
Forecasting
AGS claimed to audit the USGS reports by com-
paring the methods used in those reports to a set
of self-described principles of forecasting. In many
cases, however, AGS incorrectly stated what the USGS
actually did, thereby making any evaluation relative
to forecasting principles problematic. In this section,
we review the alleged failures of the USGS to fol-
low the forecasting principles. We illustrate how AGS
appeared not to understand the USGS reports and the
research on which they were based, and we show how
their audit could mislead the reader. This next sec-
tion focuses on Amstrup et al. (2007), which we will
refer to as AMD, and the following section focuses on
Hunter et al. (2007). In our last section, we examine
the principles themselves.

Alleged Failure to Match Methods to the Situation
AGS (p. 385) accused AMD of failing to “match the
forecasting methods to the situation (Principle 6.7).”
In fact, the research in AMD was carefully matched to
the situation. The first aspect of “the situation” is that

the analysis was to inform a listing decision under the
ESA. Therefore, it had to address the factors that
the ESA identified (e.g., habitat destruction, overuti-
lization, disease). These considerations were included
explicitly as summary nodes in the BN model that
AMD presented. Incorporating the ESA listing factors
directly into the model assured that policy makers
could see the relevance of model outcomes to the legal
requirements for listing as specified in the ESA.
Using the BN model was itself a way to assure

that the work of AMD matched the situation. AMD
needed to consider the possible effects of numerous
inputs on the posterior probability of various out-
come states. Indeed, the final BN model described
in AMD included 38 nodes, 44 links, and 1,667 con-
ditional probability values. Because the input vari-
ables in BN models are linked to probable outcome
states with Bayesian learning (Jensen 2001), the logic
of the links is established by Bayes’ theorem rather
than being dependent upon the judgment of the indi-
viduals performing the analysis. Biological synthe-
ses are typically mental exercises in which domain
experts attempt to derive likely outcome states from
the available information inputs. Clearly, the collec-
tion of inputs that AMD wanted to consider would
have been difficult to synthesize as a mental exercise
alone. The BN model, however, provided a logical
structure by which such large numbers of variables
could be linked logically to provide probabilities of
various outcome states without relying solely on the
judgments of AMD. This process assured that the
analytical process in AMD was, as well as possible,
matched to the situation.
AMD also assured that their work matched the

situation by making the methods as transparent as
possible. Because the USGS findings were to inform
an important management decision, it was neces-
sary to make the steps from data to conclusions, and
the uncertainty in those conclusions, as transparent
as possible. Thus, AMD specified each input value,
assumption, and conditional probability assignment
used in the BN model. The program that was used
to calculate the Bayesian links among all the vari-
ables was carefully described in AMD and is avail-
able to anyone. Contrary to transforming “opinions
into a complex set of formulae” as AGS (p. 385)
described it, AMD carefully explained the biological
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and geophysical bases of all inputs and documented
all inputs within the text and tables of the report.
Every component of the model represented a match-
ing of the forecasting methods to the situation; any
reader of AMD could exactly replicate the BN model
results. This transparency was an essential part of the
situation.

Alleged Failure to be Conservative
Under Uncertainty
AGS (p. 386) accused AMD of violating the principle
“Be conservative in situations of high uncertainty or
instability (Principle 7.3),” where “being conservative
means moving forecasts towards ‘no change’ � � � �”
Actually, AGS overlooked the fact that AMD did

invoke this definition of “conservative” as it applies
to trends. Given an unequivocal trend of nearly four
decades of sea ice decline as Figure 3 in Meier et al.
(2007) and Figure 1 in Stroeve et al. (2007) illustrate,
and given the documented impact of that decline
on preferred polar bear habitats (Durner et al. 2009),
the conservative action was to apply the principle of
“no change” and conclude that the negative trend in
polar bear habitat will continue. Similarly, the climate
models used by AMD assumed “no change” in the
physical processes operating in the ocean-atmosphere
system, and they assumed a business-as-usual (i.e., no
change) GHG-forcing scenario (Nakicenovic et al.
2000). These “no-change” parameterizations led to
forecasts that the observed declining trends in sea ice
will continue. It was doubly apparent that this aspect
of the AMD approach was conservative. First, AMD
used the business-as-usual GHG emissions scenario,
although GHG emissions of recent years have substan-
tially outpaced the business-as-usual rates (Canadell
et al. 2007). GHG emissions that are higher than pro-
jected can only result in greater warming of the earth.
The AMD conservatism also was reflected in the fact
that half of the GCMs that AMD used in their analyses
projected more sea ice at mid-century than existed in
summer 2007.
As examples of uncertainty, AGS (p. 386) cited the

negative impact on polar bears of especially cold win-
ters and heavy ice, reported by Amstrup et al. (1986)
and Stirling (2002). How observations of the nega-
tive impact of cold winters on polar bears contribute
to uncertainty regarding projections of the future of

polar bears is not clear. It is a well-known principle
of ecology that all organisms have a range of con-
ditions in which they can survive and a somewhat
narrower range of conditions that are most suitable.
On either side of that preferred range, abundance
declines (Pianka 1981). Hence, as AMD discussed, it is
well known that for polar bears, excessively cold con-
ditions with too heavy ice could be negative—just as
excessively warm conditions with too little ice could
be negative. The reality that both too-heavy and too-
light sea ice conditions are known to limit their pop-
ulations only serves to emphasize the sensitivity of
polar bears to changes in the sea ice.
AGS (p. 386) erroneously cited three papers to sup-

port their claim that there is too much uncertainty to
conclude anything about the future of sea ice. Each
of these papers, however, only provides more evi-
dence that warming is occurring at a global level
and sea ice is responding. First, AGS cited Zhang
(2007) for the claim that “Antarctic ice mass has been
increasing.” AGS ignored the fact that the Antarctic
(a continent surrounded by oceans) is different from
the Arctic (an ocean surrounded by continents); there-
fore, it is responding to the present level of warming
in different ways than the Arctic is. Most importantly,
AGS ignored the purpose of Zhang’s (2007) paper,
which was to emphasize that the observed growth in
Antarctic sea ice extent between 1979 and 2004 is con-
sistent with warming in both the ocean and the atmo-
sphere. Rather than a paper describing uncertainty,
Zhang (2007) provided an elegant explanation of how
the observed increase in sea ice in the Antarctic is
consistent with global warming. It is also clear from
Zhang (2007) that continued warming will eventually
result in sea ice decreases in the Antarctic.
AGS (p. 386) cited a finding by Richter-Menge

et al. (2007) that the Bering Sea “has been cool-
ing since 2006.” Richter-Menge et al. (2007) actu-
ally reported only that the Bering Sea was cooler
in 2006 and early 2007 relative to recent previous
years, not that it has been cooling since 2006. AGS
cited Richter-Menge et al. (2007) as if to suggest that
because one small part of the ocean showed a cooling
trend, global warming must not be occurring. AGS
failed to point out that Richter-Menge et al. (2007,
p. S63) prefaced their comments about the Bering sea
by saying, “In 2006 there continues to be consistent
signs of a general warming in the Arctic region � � � �”
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Richter-Menge et al. (2007, pp. S65–S66) also empha-
sized that because of warmer contributions from both
the Atlantic and Pacific water layers, the heat con-
tent of the Beaufort Gyre has increased. Because the
Beaufort Gyre is critical to the maintenance of Arctic
sea ice (Rigor and Wallace 2004), warmer waters in
the Gyre pose an important threat to the maintenance
of sea ice in the polar basin. The point of Richter-
Menge et al. (2007) was that despite continued heat
buildup in the Arctic, altered circulation patterns had
in 2006 interrupted the pattern of continuous warm-
ing that had dominated this region in the previous
several years. It is well known that there might be
transient cooling in portions of the ocean because of
changing circulation patterns, even as the heat content
of the world’s oceans continues to grow (Levitus et al.
2005). Hence, pointing out that one region cooled in
any particular year is of no consequence to the well-
documented trend of ocean warming.
Finally, AGS (p. 386) claimed that Melling et al.

(2005) reported, “Despite the warming of local air
temperatures by 1�6 ± 0�6�C, there was no consistent
mid-September (the period of minimal ice extent) ice
decline in the Canadian Beaufort Sea over the con-
tinental shelf, which had been ice-covered for the
36 years between 1968 and 2003.” What Melling et al.
(2005) actually said is, “The ice-covered area of zone A
has decreased at an average 0.06 per decade and that
of old ice by 0.08 per decade. These trends reflect the
unprecedented northward retreat of the old pack from
the Alaskan shelf edge since 1997 (Maslanik et al.
1999). Over the continental shelf (zone B), which is
typically almost free of ice in September, there has
been no trend in ice-covered area and only a small
decrease in old ice.” Therefore, the major points of
Melling et al. (2005) were that in the farther offshore
regions that are normally covered by ice in summer,
there has been a major ice-area decline and that in
the near shore area, which is normally ice free, there
has been no change. The Melling et al. (2005) study
in no way discounts the retreat of perennial sea ice
in the Arctic as a whole (Meier et al. 2007) or the
recorded declines in preferred polar bear habitats in
the Beaufort Sea (Durner et al. 2009).
When the statements of Zhang (2007), Richter-

Menge et al. (2007), and Melling et al. (2005) are
placed in their proper context, it is obvious that none

suggests that there is too much uncertainty to con-
clude arctic ice or polar bear habitats are presently
declining. These papers are three among many that
document global warming and its effects on sea ice. It
appears that AGS was attempting to use incomplete
and inaccurate selections from the literature to instill
doubt in the reader about global warming and the
declines it is causing in Arctic sea ice.
AMD concluded that polar bears might be extir-

pated, by mid-century, from regions where two-thirds
of them currently reside. AGS (p. 386) stated, “We
believe that the authors derived their 2/3 figure infor-
mally from the outputs of their Bayesian network
modeling exercise.” They further stated that “there is,
however, no clear link between the sets of probabil-
ities for each population state and for each of the
author’s four Arctic eco-regions and the dramatic 2/3
population reduction figure.” In fact, AMD explic-
itly described how the estimate was derived from sea
ice projections and the anticipation (“conservative”
under AGS’s own definition) that major declines in
sea ice will continue to have negative effects on polar
bears in the future. AMD described all the steps in
detail, and showed all the data.
AGS (p. 386) also raised a concern that this two-

thirds figure was at odds with the AMD determinis-
tic model. As AMD explained, conclusions of the BN
model differed from the findings of the deterministic
model because the deterministic model did not incor-
porate seasonal changes. The major changes that have
occurred in polar bear habitat and those that are pro-
jected (Durner et al. 2009) occur in summer and fall.
Therefore, the deterministic model could not resolve
the full impact of the changes as effectively as the
BN model could. Furthermore, the BN model incorpo-
rated numerous other potential stressors not included
in the deterministic model.
Contrary to the claims of AGS, the AMD forecasts

for polar bears at mid-century followed from conser-
vative sea ice projections and conservative use of all
available knowledge about the ecology of polar bears.
AMD incorporated the range of projections available
from the considered GCMs into their models, and
all showed dire effects for polar bears across large
portions of their current range. Suggesting that AMD
violated a “conservative” principle or derived their
conclusions informally is clearly wrong.
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Alleged Failure to Use Heterogeneous Experts
AGS (pp. 385–387) focused at length on the fact
that only one polar bear expert participated in the
AMD synthesis effort, thus violating Principle 8.5.
AMD acknowledged this in their report and provided
detailed guidance on how a next version of the syn-
thesis will be improved. We must point out, how-
ever, that the AMD report was peer reviewed by other
polar bear experts and by others familiar with the BN
modeling approach. We must also point out that the
AMD report was not an expression of the opinion of
one expert, nor was it an opinion poll to be decided
by a majority vote of some larger number of experts.
It was a scientific analysis; as with any such analysis,
the coauthors (three in this case) did not express inter-
pretations in a vacuum. Rather, they synthesized the
scientific knowledge of their subject. The interpreta-
tions expressed in the report rest not only on the three
authors but on the shoulders of the authors of the
152 scientific publications cited in the report. There is
great agreement among the world’s polar bear scien-
tists on the impact of declining sea ice on polar bear
welfare (Aars et al. 2006). The BN model in AMD
reflected not only Amstrup’s understandings but also
the judgments expressed in the voluminous published
scientific literature on polar bears. The AMD report
has indeed taken advantage of a large pool of hetero-
geneous experts.

Alleged Failure to Use All Important Variables
AGS (p. 387) alleged that AMD did not “use all
important variables (Principle 10.2)” in building their
model. AGS (p. 387) cited Dyck et al. (2007) as evi-
dence that focusing on changing sea ice habitat alone
grossly oversimplifies “the complex ecological rela-
tionships of the situation.” They suggested that AMD
overlooked the adaptability of polar bears. They also
suggested that polar bears have experienced “much
warmer conditions in the Arctic.”
During their report preparation, AMD were aware

of Dyck et al. (2007) and were aware of the persuasive
rebuttal of Dyck et al. (2007) by Stirling et al. (2008).
That rebuttal revealed that Dyck et al. (2007) were
wrong on all their major points. Hence, AMD did not
cite Dyck et al. (2007) or incorporate content of Dyck
et al. (2007) into their effort.
Similarly, there is no evidence to support the spec-

ulation by AGS that adaptation to terrestrial habitats

will rescue polar bears, and very good reasons to
believe that it will not. The low productivity of
most Arctic terrestrial habitats would prevent cur-
rent polar bear populations from succeeding on land.
Polar bears are, on average, the largest of bears
because seals and other marine mammals on which
they prey provide an incredibly rich food source. In
some coastal areas where brown bears (Ursus arctos)—
which are closely related to polar bears (Amstrup
2003)—have access to Pacific salmon (another very
rich and abundant food source), they are compara-
ble in size to polar bears. However, salmon are not
available in the Arctic, and large-bodied bears appear
unable to gather and process enough low-quality ter-
restrial foods of the kinds that are available in Arctic
terrestrial areas fast enough to maintain body con-
dition (Welch et al. 1997, Rode et al. 2001, Robbins
et al. 2004). The findings of these nutritional studies
are corroborated by observations of brown bears that
reside in the terrestrial habitats adjacent to the sea
ice where polar bears now live. These are the small-
est of all brown bears, and they occur at lower den-
sities than brown bears anywhere else (Miller et al.
1997). We do not expect that large populations of
large-bodied polar bears could survive and flourish in
Arctic terrestrial habitats that currently support only
small populations of small-bodied brown bears. If the
environment could support large bears, the brown
bears already occupying those areas would be larger.
One of the strongest pieces of evidence that polar

bears are unlikely to adapt successfully to a terrestrial
food base is that they do not do so today. Like all
bears, polar bears are opportunistic and will take a
broad variety of foods when available (Stempniewicz
1993, 2006; Derocher et al. 2000; Brook and Richardson
2002). Although polar bears do eat things other than
marine mammals when they are available, they have
not been shown to derive much energetic benefit
from these sources (Ramsay and Hobson 1991). In
western Hudson Bay, Canada, where polar bears are
forced onto land for extended periods every sum-
mer and where they have access to a variety of ter-
restrial foods, including human refuse, they lose an
average of nearly 1 kg per day while they wait for
the sea ice to refreeze in autumn (Derocher et al.
2004). In this region, many polar bears have been
observed feeding on berries during the summer sea
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ice absence. However, polar bears that were known
to have recently fed on berries appeared to show little
metabolic benefit over bears that were simply fasting
(Hobson et al. 2009). Between 1980 and 2004, while
sea ice breakup in western Hudson Bay occurred
0.75 day earlier each year, the mean weight of soli-
tary adult females decreased 2.7 kg per year (Stirling
and Parkinson 2006). The lengthening periods dur-
ing which polar bears have been required to stay
on land in western Hudson Bay clearly have not
placed them in favorable foraging situations. It seems
unlikely, therefore, that during the more protracted ice
absences that are projected, polar bears will suddenly
begin to benefit from being on land.
Finally, available evidence suggests that polar bears

have never experienced temperatures as warm as they
will face during the time frame of the AMD projec-
tions. Polar bears apparently branched off of brown
bear stocks less than 300,000 years ago (Cronin et al.
1991, Talbot and Shields 1996). If that is true, then
polar bears have persisted through two periods that
were warmer than the present. During the warmest of
these, the last interglacial period, global mean temper-
atures were approximately 1�C warmer than present
(Hansen et al. 2006). Corresponding with modern
Arctic amplification (Serreze and Francis 2006), sum-
mer warmth in the Arctic was much greater than
1�C (CAPE Last Interglacial Project Members 2006). If
GHG emissions continue along the trajectory of recent
years, global mean temperature could be 2�C warmer
by the middle or latter part of this century (Meehl
et al. 2007). The Arctic warming associated with such
an increase in global mean temperature will greatly
exceed anything that has occurred during the evolu-
tionary history of the polar bear.
In summary, there are no other “important vari-

ables” supporting a conclusion that the future of polar
bears is too uncertain to forecast; nor is there any reli-
able information that would suggest an alternative
to the projection of continuing declines in polar bear
habitats and parallel declines in numbers and distri-
bution of polar bears.

Alleged Failures of Hunter et al. (2007)
to Follow Principles of Forecasting
AGS provided 11 examples of forecasting principles
supposedly violated by Hunter et al. (2007), which

we will refer to as H6. These alleged violations fell
into one of three groups: violations related to decision
making, data, or models. We consider each in turn.

Alleged Failures Related to Decision Making
AGS (pp. 387, 389) claimed that H6 failed to “describe
alternative decisions that might be taken � � �” (Princi-
ple 1.1), failed to “provide relationships between fore-
casts and alternative decisions” (Principle 1.2), failed
to incorporate policy variables, and failed to “forecast
the effects of different policies” (Principle 10.7).
These claims were plainly irrelevant to H6 because

the request for additional analyses by the Secretary
of the Interior and the intent of the analyses were to
project the future of the population in the absence of
policy considerations. Under the law, such informa-
tion must be objective to be considered in the final
policy determination. As we discussed previously,
objective science inputs are part of the information
that the Department of the Interior requires to decide
whether or not an ESA designation is appropriate.
The inclusion of policy considerations in research
reports is beyond the USGS purview and therefore
would have been inappropriate.

Alleged Failures Related to Data
AGS (pp. 387–388) made several claims about the data
H6 used to develop its analyses. The AGS claims that
relate to both the quality and the quantity of the data
are either simply wrong or reflect a misunderstanding
of contemporary statistical practice.
AGS (p. 387) alleged that H6 failed to ensure

that “information is reliable and sampling error is
low” (Principle 4.2). In fact, the data were collected
using state-of-the-art field techniques, in a carefully
designed mark-recapture study that for the first time
included simultaneous sampling across the popula-
tion range. H6 estimated sampling error as part of the
maximum-likelihood parameter-estimation procedure
and incorporated the uncertainty that the sampling
error implied into the population projections. Clearly,
presenting sampling error and uncertainties ensures
that the reader can assess the reliability of the data
and analyses.
AGS (p. 388) thought that H6 did not use the

2006 (the last year of the study) data, thus violating
the principle to “update frequently” (Principle 9.5).
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However, as Regehr et al. (2007b) describe, H6 fully
utilized the 2006 data.
AGS (pp. 387–388) also alleged that H6 failed to

“obtain all important data” (Principle 4.4), suggesting
that they could have obtained estimates of polar bear
populations during much warmer and colder periods
in the past. Unfortunately, comparable data for esti-
mating vital rates (rates of survival, breeding, matu-
ration, etc.) from the whole range of the population
do not exist for periods when the climate was signif-
icantly different than it is presently.
AGS (p. 389) faulted H6 for failing to use “different

types of data to measure a relationship” (Princi-
ple 10.5), although they did not suggest which
different data types H6 should have used. H6 used
mark-recapture data, radio telemetry data, data from
the United States and Canada, satellite data, and
oceanographic data. H6 also included analyses based
on a parametric dependence on sea ice and an anal-
ysis that relied simply on the observed rates, with-
out imposing any functional relationship between sea
ice and the vital rates. In addition, H6 used six dif-
ferent data types to measure these relationships; this
calls into question which “different” types of data H6
should have used.

Alleged Failures Related to the Models
According to AGS (p. 388), H6 failed to “match the
model to the phenomena” (Principle 9.2). In fact,
the models in H6 reflected a sequence of scien-
tific choices that were explicitly aimed at matching
model and phenomenon. The demographic model
was carefully matched to well-established biological
properties of the polar bear life cycle, breeding behav-
ior, and dependence on the environment. The demo-
graphic analysis included not one, but a sequence of
models (deterministic, stochastic, and environment-
dependent), each of which matched additional “phe-
nomena” of the environment.
The linkage of the demographic models in H6 to the

sea ice projections was also carefully matched to the
phenomena. AGS (p. 388) seemed particularly con-
cerned about the application to the southern Beaufort
Sea of ice projections for the larger polar-basin diver-
gent ecoregion of which it is a part (Amstrup et al.
2007, Durner et al. 2009). However, the major patterns

of ice dynamics are similar throughout this ecoregion
(Rigor and Wallace 2004, Richter-Menge et al. 2006,
Meier et al. 2007). In addition, the mobility of polar
bears (Amstrup et al. 2000, 2004) means the relevant
environmental area for them extends well beyond the
southern Beaufort Sea study-area boundaries.
AGS (p. 388) also criticized H6 for failing to be

“conservative in situations of high uncertainty” (Prin-
ciple 7.3). They repeated their ill-founded idea, which
we have already addressed, that a negative effect of
too little ice is incompatible with a negative effect of
too much ice. More to the point, AGS (p. 388) seemed
to think that H6 assumed the direction of environ-
mental changes and their effects on the population.
H6 did not assume the negative effect of reduced sea
ice—they measured it as a statistical estimate from the
data. Contrary to AGS (p. 388), the H6 results were not
based on “extrapolation” of trends. Dramatic declines
in the summer sea ice extent have been observed
(Meier et al. 2007, Stroeve et al. 2007), and the effects
of those declining trends on polar bear habitat have
been determined to be strongly negative (Durner et al.
2009). Those negative trends in habitat have been
associated with negative trends in body size and sur-
vival of certain sex and age groups (Regehr et al. 2006,
2007a; Rode et al. 2007). The judgment of polar bear
experts worldwide is that the overall effect of neg-
ative habitat trends will be negative for polar bears
(Aars et al. 2006). However, H6 did not use knowl-
edge of these established trends as the basis of their
analyses. Rather, they estimated the effects of sea ice
on polar bear vital rates from data and combined
these measured effects with the projected reductions
in sea ice extent to forecast future trends in polar bear
numbers and growth rates. H6 never extrapolated for-
ward the observed negative effects of sea ice declines
and did not simply assume that the observed trends
in polar bear habitat, vital rates, or condition would
continue.
AGS (pp. 382, 388) suggested that because polar

bear numbers might have increased in the last three
or four decades, we should discount the evidence that
they are now declining in some areas and might soon
decline in others. AGS attribute past gains in num-
bers to reductions in human harvests of polar bears
(Prestrud and Stirling 1994), but ignore the biologi-
cal realities of recent polar bear population dynamics.
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Indeed, increases were reported after harvest levels
were tightened in 4 of the 19 recognized subpopu-
lations of polar bears (Prestrud and Stirling 1994).
Prevett and Kolenosky (1982) concluded that polar
bear numbers in southern Hudson Bay increased after
1975. Derocher and Stirling (1995) estimated that the
population in western Hudson Bay was relatively sta-
ble after 1978; however, they suggested it had been
smaller before restrictions on harvests came into effect
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Similarly, reduced
harvest levels in Svalbard and Alaska led to increased
numbers during the 1970s and 1980s (Larsen 1984,
1986; Amstrup et al. 1986).
It is important to emphasize here that despite an

absence of scientific information regarding world-
wide population trends over the past several decades,
many in the general press have, as did AGS, claimed
that polar bear populations worldwide have grown.
Dykstra (2008) thoroughly examined these media
accounts, and verified that they have no scientifi-
cally established basis. However, population recover-
ies, where they have occurred, are irrelevant in light
of the recent changes in the availability of sea ice for
polar bears. Because polar bears are entirely depen-
dent upon the sea ice for their survival (Stirling and
Oritsland 1995, Amstrup 2003, AMD), any observed
and projected reductions in preferred sea ice habitats
(Durner et al. 2009) can only result in declines. In
summary, polar bear numbers probably increased in
some areas during the 1970s and 1980s, and perhaps
even into the 1990s, because of greater protection from
direct human mortalities. They now are declining, or
soon will be declining (Stirling and Parkinson 2006),
because of loss of habitat. To suggest that increases in
polar bear numbers because of harvest controls has
some relationship to projected decreases in response
to losses of habitat only serves to distract the reader
from the issue at hand.
Finally, AGS (p. 389) criticized H6 for failing to “list

possible outcomes and assess their likelihoods” (Prin-
ciple 14.7). H6, however, included no fewer than 11
figures showing possible outcomes and their proba-
bility distributions (or confidence intervals obtained
from those probability distributions). As part of this
criticism, AGS repeated their ill-founded speculations
on the possible adaptation of polar bears to terrestrial
existence.

The Principles of Forecasting and
Their Use in Science
We have shown that all the specific allegations that
AGS leveled against the USGS reports are without
foundation. Next, we consider the basis of the AGS
allegations. AGS based their audit on the idea that
comparison to their self-described principles of fore-
casting could produce a valid critique of scientific
results. AGS (p. 383) claimed their principles “sum-
marize all useful knowledge about forecasting.” Any-
one can claim to have a set of principles, and then
criticize others for violating their principles. However,
it takes more than a claim to create principles that are
meaningful or useful. In concluding our rejoinder, we
point out that the principles espoused by AGS are so
deeply flawed that they provide no reliable basis for
a rational critique or audit.

Failures of the Principles
Armstrong (2001) described 139 principles and the
support for them. AGS (pp. 382–383) claimed that
these principles are evidence based and scientific. They
fail, however, to be evidence based or scientific on three
main grounds: They use relative terms as if they were
absolute, they lack theoretical and empirical support,
and they do not follow the logical structure that sci-
entific criticisms require.

Using Relative Terms as Absolute
Many of the 139 principles describe properties that
models, methods, and (or) data should include. For
example, the principles state that data sources should
be diverse, methods should be simple, approaches
should be complex, representations should be realistic,
data should be reliable, measurement error should be
low, explanations should be clear, etc. AGS faulted the
USGS reports for violations of many of these princi-
ples. However, it is impossible to look at a model,
a method, or a datum and decide whether its proper-
ties meet or violate the principles because the proper-
ties of these principles are inherently relative.
Consider diverse. AGS faulted H6 for allegedly fail-

ing to use diverse sources of data. However, H6 used
at least six different sources of data (mark-recapture
data, radio telemetry data, data from the United States
and Canada, satellite data, and oceanographic data).
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Is this a diverse set of data? It is more diverse than
it would have been if some of the data had not been
used. It is less diverse than it would have been if
some (hypothetical) additional source of data had
been included. To criticize it as not being diverse,
however, without providing some measure of com-
parison, is meaningless.
Consider simple. What is simple? Although it might

be possible to decide which of two models is sim-
pler (although even this might not be easy), it is
impossible—in principle—to say whether any model
considered in isolation is simple or not. For exam-
ple, H6 included a deterministic time-invariant pop-
ulation model. Is this model simple? It is certainly
simpler than the stationary, stochastic model, or the
nonstationary stochastic model also included in H6.
However, without a measure of comparison, it is
impossible to say which, if any, are “simple.” For AGS
to criticize the report as failing to use simple models
is meaningless.
We could go on at length with such examples.

Suffice it to say that using relative terms as if they
were absolute makes any principles based on them
worthless.

A Lack of Theoretical and Empirical Support
If the principles of forecasting are to serve as a basis
for auditing the conclusions of scientific studies, they
must have strong theoretical and (or) empirical sup-
port. Otherwise, how do we know that these principles
are necessary for successful forecasts? Closer exami-
nation shows that although Armstrong (2001, p. 680)
refers to evidence and AGS (pp. 382–383) call the prin-
ciples evidence based, almost half (63 of 139) are sup-
ported only by received wisdom or common sense, with
no additional empirical or theoretical support. Many
others are supported by combinations of factors, such
as received wisdom and weak empirical support, but we
do not count those here.
Armstrong (2001, p. 680) defines received wisdom

as when “the vast majority of experts agree,” and
common sense as when “it is difficult to imagine that
things could be otherwise.” In other words, nearly
half of the principles are supported only by opinions,
beliefs, and imagination about the way that forecast-
ing should be done. This is not evidence based; there-
fore, it is inadequate as a basis for auditing scientific

studies. Commonly held opinions might be correct.
They might also be partially correct and capture only
some aspects of a situation; they might also be wholly
incorrect. Indeed, the history of science includes many
cases demonstrating that received wisdom and com-
mon sense are wrong. Even Armstrong’s (2001) own
list includes at least three cases of principles that are
supported by what he calls strong empirical evidence
that “refutes received wisdom”—that is, at least three
of the principles contradict received wisdom. How
much confidence can we have in an audit in which 45
percent of the principles invoked are supported only
by received wisdom or common sense—especially given
that AGS are not experts in either climate science or
ecology?

Forecasting Audits Are Not Scientific Criticism
The AGS audit failed to distinguish between scientific
forecasts and nonscientific forecasts. Scientific fore-
casts, because of their theoretical basis and logical
structure based upon the concept of hypothesis test-
ing, are almost always projections. That is, they have
the logical form of “if X happens, then Y will follow.”
The analyses in AMD and H6 take exactly this form.
A scientific criticism of such a forecast must show that
even if X holds, Y does not, or need not, follow.
In contrast, the AGS audit simply scored violations

of self-defined principles without showing how the
identified violation might affect the projected result.
For example, the accusation that H6 violated the
commandment to use simple models is not a scien-
tific criticism, because it says nothing about the rel-
ative simplicity of the model with respect to other
possible choices. It also says nothing about whether
the supposedly nonsimple model in question is in
error. A scientific critique on the grounds of simplicity
would have to identify a complexity in the model, and
show that the complexity cannot be defended scientif-
ically, that the complexity undermines the credibility
of the model, and that a simpler model can resolve
the issue. AGS did none of these.

Scientific Standards and Citations of
the Principles of Forecasting
Given the weaknesses of the forecasting princi-
ples, as we described above, it should come as no
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surprise that they have not become a part of scien-
tific methodology. A search on the Web of Science
(http://www.thomsonreuters.com/products_services/
scientific/Web_of_Science) revealed only 38 citations
of Armstrong (2001) between its publication and
the preparation of the USGS reports in 2007. None
of these citations appeared in a journal of ecology,
conservation biology, wildlife management, zoology,
or any other discipline relevant to polar bear pop-
ulations. Instead, they came from studies of grain
prices, apparel items, textile distribution, ship repair,
software engineering, and minor league baseball
franchises. Everyone involved in the polar bear
studies took seriously the ethical obligation to rely
on the best available practices and objective scientific
information. To have relied solely, throughout those
efforts, on subjective forecasting principles would
have been ethically and scientifically inappropriate.

Conclusion
The warming of the earth’s atmosphere by increased
concentrations of GHGs is required by the fundamen-
tal laws of physics (Hartmann 1994, Philander 1998,
Lutgens and Tarbuck 2004, Held and Soden 2006,
Le Treut et al. 2007). That is, regardless of the natu-
ral, chaotic fluctuations in the climate system, a world
with higher concentrations of GHGs in the atmo-
sphere will be warmer than one in which the GHG
concentrations are lower. The effects of global warm-
ing on polar bears, if it continues as projected, will be
severe; by mid-century, polar bears will most likely
be limited to a small portion of their current range.
The nine USGS reports, and other available informa-
tion on the species and its habitat, established that the
future security of polar bears is ecologically threat-
ened. The Secretary of the Interior determined that
those ecological threats required policy action and, on
May 15, 2008, listed polar bears as threatened under
the ESA.
Creating doubt about well-supported scientific re-

sults to influence policy actions is a well-documented
phenomenon in health-related research (Michaels
2008). Whatever the goals of AGS, their audit of the
USGS reports similarly serves to create doubt—in this
case, about global warming and its effects on polar
bears. AGS continue previous efforts to create doubt

about global warming and its probable consequences
(Lee 2003). The two USGS reports that AGS audited
clearly defined the scientific approaches, the threats,
and the scientific uncertainties regarding the likely
future status of polar bears. In this rejoinder, we have
shown AGS to be scientifically wrong or misleading
on every major point in their attempt to establish
doubt about those reports.
Scientific discussion is necessary to advance knowl-

edge and inform public-policy decisions. Expressions
of ideology masked as scientific discussion, however,
do neither. In this rebuttal, we have shown that the
AGS audit of two USGS research reports did not offer
accurate or appropriate critiques of the reports; it only
served as a distraction from informed public-policy
discussions of the consequences of global warming
and its effects on the future status of polar bears.
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